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PREFACE 

This fascicule continues publication of Attic black-figure drinking-cups and fragments in the State Her-
mitage Museum in St. Petersburg. It includes items of the following groups: Komast cups, Siana cups, lip-
cups, band-cups, Cassel cups, cups of type A mainly eye-cups, cup of type B, cup of type C, cup fragments 
of uncertain type and late cups; several band-skyphoi are also included. Items are arranged in chronological 
order, from Komast to Late cups. This second volume devoted to the Hermitage's Attic black-figure cups 
presents mainly objects from archaeological excavations on the island of Berezan, situated in the estuary of 
the rivers Dnieper (ancient Borysthenes) and Bug (ancient Hypanis), site of one of the earliest Greek settle-
ments in the Northern Black Sea area, as well as objects from excavations in ancient Pantikapaion (modern 
Kerch) and the archaic necropolis of Olbia, a Milesian colony near the island of Berezan, on the right bank 
of the Dnieper-Bug estuary). There are also several vases from the main collection, mostly acquired in the 
1911 and first half of the 20th century. Black-figure vases from those collections which have not, for various 
reasons, been included in this volume will appear in future volumes of the CVA. 
This volume publishes 128 cups and fragments. 21 of the vases had previously been published by V. Skud-
nova (SKUDNOVA 1988); 13 of the Berezan cups and 1 Pantikapaion cup have been published in articles and 
expedition reports from various years. 93 of the cups in this volume are published here for the first time. 
Some cups in this volume have been dated and attributed in earlier publications, in catalogues or periodical 

works. More recent research has led to a further clarification of dating in a number of cases and the identi-
fication of new groups and masters has led to re-attribution. 
I would like to express my gratitude to Anna Trofimova, Head of the Department of Classical Antiquities, 
who is coordinating work on the State Hermitage Museum's volumes of the Corpus Vasorum Antiquorum. 
My thanks must also go to Lubov Utkina, Keeper of Attic Vases, Julia Tuna, Keeper of the Olbia archeo-
logical collection, Nina Kunina (t) and Dmitry Chistov, Keepers of the Pantikapaion archaeological collec-
tion, and Dr Sergey Solovyov, Keeper of the Berezan archaeological collection. As usual, colleagues at the 
Hermitage have been unstinting in their professional support: Ludmila Shadricheva of the Library, Anna 
Pozdnjak and Evgenia Cherepanova of the Conservation Department, Leonard Heifetz who took the pho-
tographs, Catherine Phillips who translated the text into English and of course my colleagues in the Depart-
ment of Classical Antiquities: Elena Ananich, Elena Arsentyeva, Dr Anastasia Bukina and Nadezhda Zhizhi-
na, who gave me valuable advice on reading the first manuscript. Ludmila Nekrasova provided considerable 
assistance in resolving many practical questions. Without the support of my parents Evgeny and Svetlana 
Petrakovi and my sister Inna in this, as in all my undertakings, this volume would not have been possible. 

ANNA PETRAKOVA 

St. Petersburg, 2007
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Black-Figure Cups 

The following standard features apply unless otherwise 
noted: 
All cups are of orange Attic clay with lustrous black glaze 
for painting; the interior is solid black, apart from a re-
served line just below the rim and medallion (if present); 
the top of the rim is black; the exterior of the foot is sol-
id black, except for the edge; the underside of the foot 
(standing surface) and the interior of the stem are re-
served; the exteriors of the handles are black. 
Side A is the side turned towards the viewer when the fig-
ures of the medallion are seen upright. 
On a cup without medallion or with medallion without 
figures, the best preserved side is referred to as A. 
Handle A/B is the right handle, as seen from side A; Han-
dle B/A is the right handle, as seen from side B.

The lip is designated 1, the handle-zone 2. 
Non-adjoining fragments of the same cup are designated 
by small letters in brackets. 
The painting outside is described from top to bottom. 
The painted figures are numbered from left to right with 
numbers in brackets. 
For Komast and Siana cups size characteristics are accord-
ing to those established by H.A.G. Brijder (Siana Cups I, 
16-19); for Little-Master cups according to those of J . D. 
Beazley (BEAzLEY, 1932); for other cups the terms used 
are according to H. Bloesch (BLOESCH). 
With small fragments it's not clear sometimes whether it's 
band-cup or band-skyphos in this case a question mark is 
set in brackets. 

PLATE 1 

FRAGMENT OF A KOMAST CUP. Inv. B360. Found 
on Berezan, 1909. 

Max. d. 2.7 x 35 cm. Fragment of body. Worn. 
Left leg, buttock and waist of male in short chiton danc-

ing to left. Double ground-line in dilute (orange) glaze. 
Added red: two spots on chiton (on buttock and 

waist). Incisions: two arcs for contours of thigh; two arcs 
for contours of chiton; double line for edge of chiton. 

Painter of New York 22.13 9.22. 
575-570 BC. 
Shape of buttocks, form of leg and chiton (including 

all incisions and added red) very close to Painter of New 
York 22.13 9.22 - cf. with left komast on side B of New 
York 22.13922 (Siana Cups I, pl. 1.e, cat. K.1) or with 
komast on fragments Paris CP 10238 and 1023 7bis (Siana 
Cups I, pl. 2.b, cat. K 4a), though incisions on leg are a 
little different. Hermitage fragment painted by a painter 
very close to Painter of New York 22.13 9.22 or by him. 

Unpublished.

2. FRAGMENT OF A KOMAST CUP. Inv. B.73.245. 
Found on Berezan, 1973. Max. d. 4.1 x 4.4 cm. Fragment 
of body. Tiny chips and scratches on surface of clay and 
black glaze. 

Left leg of male moving left, leg preserved from knee to 
foot, foot on ground-line (toes missing); left leg with buttock 
and part of right leg (as if lifted up to buttock) of male in 
short chiton moving left. Black double ground-line. 

Incisions: two short lines along foot and arcs for heel 
and ankle-bone of first male; double arc for lower edge of 
chiton, semi-circle for upper part of chiton, three short 
lines along foot, arcs under knee and on thigh, V-shaped 
element on knee of second male. 

The KY Painter. 
c. 570 BC, middle period. 
Dancer's pose and type and incisions in accordance 

with works of the KY Painter, who characteristically paint-
ed two or three dancers in short padded tunics on Komast 
cups. Brijder noted that 'the most characteristic pose is: 
standing on one, slightly bent, leg with off-leg kicked up 
behind so that only the lower leg and foot visible... The
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KY Painter does not incise fingers, but he does incise 
three or four strokes for the toes... The knee-caps are in-
dicated by a horizontal Y but sometimes the incisions are 
more like a V. The dresses ... are red' (Siana Cups I, 75). 
Close legs on fragment Agora P 3435 (Agora XXIII, pl. 
108 no 1658; 580-570 BC; The KY Painter). Full analogy 
for pose and incisions of figure on Hermitage fragment 
in far right komast on side A of Villa Giulia 45707 (Siana 
Cups I, pl. 4b, cat. K14; sole difference - added red for 
chiton on Villa Giulia cup), in right komast on side B of 
Paris CP 10236 (Siana Cups I, pl. 3.d, cat. Ku), in central 
komast on side A of Ceramicus (Siana Cups I, pl. 4.a, cat. 
K13) and in right komast on side A of Vienna 3667 (Siana 
Cups I, pl. 4.c, cat. K 21). Brijder places three of these 
cups in the 'early and middle period' of the KY painter, 
the fourth in the later period. The Hermitage fragment 
should rather be dated to his middle period. 

Unpublished. 

3. FRAGMENTS OF A KOMAsT CUP. Inv. B.85.113. 
Found on Berezan, 1985. 

Max. d.: a) 3.5 x 4.8 cm; b) 1.9 x 2.5 cm; c) 1.9 x 2.5 
cm; d) 3.2 x 1.8 cm; e) 2.3 x 2.2 cm; J) 3.2 x 4.1 cm; g) 
1.4 x 2.3 cm; h) 1.8 x 1.2 cm. Eight fragments of body; 
misfired, limed surface, drawing worn. 
a) part of male to left: torso in short chiton, left buttock, 

left leg from buttock to knee, right leg from knee to 
foot (without tiptoe) lifted up; 

b) part of male to left: middle part of two legs (apparently 
in pose close to that on a); 

c) part of figure to right: right leg from knee to foot, part 
of left leg; 

ci) part of right hand below elbow with arm; 
e) part of male to left in chiton: buttocks; 
J) part of big wide lotus-p almette; 
g-h) two pieces of painting too small to understand what 

is depicted. 
Incisions: a) semi-circles for vertical contours of chiton, 
double lines for waist and lower edge of chiton; long line 
for contour of left leg under buttocks and knee, V-shaped 
element for knee, bent vertical line on middle of thigh; 
b) long line for contour of left leg under buttocks and 
knee, bent vertical line on middle of thigh; 
c) long line for contour of leg under buttocks and knee, 
stroke on heel; 
e) semi-circles for vertical contours of chiton, double line 
for lower edge of chiton; 
J) 'running dogs' with double horizontal line above and

below; two horizontal strokes on stem; short strokes be-
tween petals; two curved lines for contour of heart and 
one to edge of palmette between petals and leaves; 
(g-h) several curved lines. 

KY Painter. 
c. 570 BC, middle period. 
Dancers' poses and types, form of legs and hands and 

incisions in accordance with works of the KY Painter 
- see pl. 1.2 (B.73.245) with detailed commentary. Close 
legs on fragment Agora P 3435 (Agora XXIII, p1. 108, 
no. 1658; 580-570 BC; The KY Painter). Full analogy for 
pose and incisions on the figure in far right komast on 
side A of Villa Giulia 45707 (Siana Cups I, pl. 4b, cat. 
K14; sole difference - added red of chiton on Villa Giulia 
cup), right komast on side B of Paris CP 10236 (Siana 
Cups I, pl. 3d, cat. Ku), central komast on side A of 
Ceramicus (Siana Cups I, pl. 4.a, cat. K13) and right ko-
mast on side A of Vienna 3667 (Siana Cups I, pl. 4.c, cat. 
K 21). Brij der placed three of these cups in the 'early and 
middle period' of the KY painter, the fourth in the later 
period. Partial ornamental decoration on Hermitage cup 
identical to ornamental decoration in works of the KY 
Painter (cf. Siana Cups I, pl. 17c). Brijder noted: 'The 1-
tus-palmette ornaments are broad... characteristic of the 
lotuses are the "running dogs" in the horizontal band and 
the omission of the central pointed petal' (Siana Cups I, 
75). The Hermitage fragment should rather be dated to 
his middle period. 

Unpublished. 

4. FRAGMENT OF A KOMAST CUP. Inv. B.90.64. Found 
on Berezan, 1990. Max. d. 5.1 x 3.3 cm. Fragment of 
body. 

Fragment of male to left: torso, chest, hands from 
shoulder to elbow, lower part of head with long hair; frag-
ment of hand of another figure. 

Added red: chiton. 
Incisions: one long line for whole contour of chiton 

from shoulder to belly, double line for edge of sleeve and 
for waist, wavy line for lower contour of hair, double cir-
cle for bun on neck, short stroke for lips, V-shaped ele-
ment for left elbow of male. 

KY Painter. 
575-570 BC, early period. 
Torso (with distinctive shape of breast), double line 

for edge of sleeve and for waist, wavy line for lower con-
tour of hair, double circle for bun on neck and V-shaped 
element for left elbow all typical for the KY painter - see 
pl. 1.2 (B.73.245) with detailed commentary. Komasts on
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side A of Paris E 742 (Siana Cups I, pl. 3.b, cat. K 9) and 
side B of Paris CP 10235 (Siana Cups I, pl. 3.c, cat. K 10) 
have the same features. Brijder set both analogies in the 
painter's 'early and middle' period. The Hermitage frag-
ment should be similarly dated. 

Unpublished. 

5. FRAGMENT OF A KOMAST cup . Inv. B.76.172. 
Found on Berezan, 1972. Max. d. 6.1 x 3.8 cm. Fragment 
of body; limed surface. 

Tiny fragment of uncertain element; spoke rosette with 
9 petals and heart; two male legs together to right, feet on 
ground line, part of buttock with chiton; foot of another 
figure to left. Triple ground-line in dilute glaze. 

Added red: spots in heart and on 7 petals of rosette. Inci-
sions: double arc for edge of chiton, one long line for whole 
of front contour of right leg of male, hook-element for an-
kle-bone on right leg of male and on separate foot; circle for 
heart and short strokes between petals - in rosette. 

Close to Painter of New York 22.139.22. 
575-570 BC. 
A notable feature is the slender legs, not very typical 

for Komast cups. Closest form of legs and feet, incised 
outer contour of thigh, hook-shaped incision for ankle-
bone and rosette can be seen in works of the Painter 
of New York 22.139.22, e.g. on New York 22139.22 
(Siana Cups I, pl. 1.d-e, cat. K 1) or Taranto 110550 (Si-

ana Cups I, pl. 2.a, cat. K 2). Differences lie in a lack 
of incisions on knee of Hermitage figure and komast's 
rather static pose. On the other hand legs in works by 
other Komast painters are totally different. Brijder de-
scribed a particular feature of works by the Painter of 
New York 22.13 9.22 as 'dancers with their bony angular 
limbs' (Siana Cups I, 69), pointing out a hook-shaped 
element for the ankle-bone and rosettes with hearts as 
special features of the painter, also added red for hearts 
and petals of rosettes (Siana Cups I, 70). The Hermitage 
fragment is by a painter very close to the Painter of New 
York 22139.22 or by him. 

Unpublished. 

6. FRAGMENT OF A KOMAST CUP. Inv. B.62.59. Found on 
Berezan, 1962. Max. d. 2.7 x 1.6 cm. Fragment of lip with 
rim and jog. 

Spoke rosette. 
Added red: five spots. Incisions: five lines, crossed in 

centre of rosette.

Painter of Copenhagen 103. 
580-575 BC. 
Rosettes of this shape with such incisions are typical 

of works by the Painter of Copenhagen 103 - cf. with 
rosettes on lip of Copenhagen 103 (Siana Cups I, pl. 2.c, 
cat KS) or Hermitage B.66.88 (CVA The State Hermitage 
Museum III, p1. 1), the latter with very close incisions. 
Despite the close analogy between the Hermitage rosette 
and rosettes on cups by the Painter of Copenhagen 103 
the fragment is too small to attribute it to the painter cat-
egorically. 

Unpublished. 

7; Fig. 1. FRAGMENT OF A SIANA CUP. Inv. B.76.148. 
Found on Berezan, 1976. Max. ci. 4.4 x 2.4 cm; h. of lip 
2.6 cm. Est. d. 20 cm. Fragment of lip with rim. Limed 
surface; a hole - probable from ancient repair. 

Fragment of ivy to right: up and down from horizontal 
wavy stalk are three leaves on S-shaped stems. Solid black 
line along rim. Leaves solid black, stalk and stem of dilute 
(orange-brown) glaze. Added red: three spots on first up-
per leaf. 

Probably by the Heidelberg Painter. 
560-550 BC. 
Ivy identical on Paris CA 576 (Siana Cups II, pl. 

121d-e, cat. 367) and close (horizontal stalk not wavy) 
on Toledo, Ohio, R.F. Reichert coll. (Siana Cups II, pl. 
126a-b, cat. 375), both - Heidelberg Painter, 560-550 
BC, middle period. This is Brijder's first type of ivy 
- 'with S-shaped stems of the leaves' (Siana Cups II, 
369, figs. 90a and 90e); he also notes, that 'regardless 
of the kind of stem, the stalk is most often wavy' (Siana 
Cups II, 369). Despite very close analogy between Her-
mitage ivy fragment and ivy on the Heidelberg Paint-
er's cups the fragment is too small to attribute it to the 
painter categorically. 

Unpublished.

0	 1	 2 

Fig. 1. B.76.148
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8; Fig. 2. FRAGMENT OF A SIANA CUP, OVERLAP. Inv. 
B.71.176. Found on Berezan, 1971. Max. d. 3.2 x 2.9 cm; 
pres. 1. of rim 2.9 cm; h. of lip 2.7 cm. Est. d. 20-21 cm. 
Fragment of lip with rim and jog. Brown glaze; on horse 
and chest of rider glaze almost totally worn. 

Fragment of rider in chiton: back part of horse's head 
and neck, part of bridle; part of chest, neck, face, fingers 
of left hand of rider, part of spear set vertically up. Thick 
and thin lines along rim. Incisions: contours of bridle 
and fingers, contour of spear-head and vertical line in its 
middle, two short horizontal strokes at join of shaft and 
spear-head, two horizontal lines for edge of chiton on 
neck, contour of eye, short stroke for lips. 

Heidelberg Painter. 
560-550 BC. 
Profile of head and detailed incisions of fingers as 

on the Hermitage fragment appear in works by the C 
Painter - cf. fingers with those of right figure on Boston 
03.852 (Siana Cups I, pl. lOb, cat. 14) - and the Heidel-
berg Painter - cf. side B of Athens 435 (Siana Cups II, pl. 
108, cat. 335), late 560s, early period of the painter. Not 
enough drawing survives on the Hermitage fragment for 
a more precise judgment. On the other hand the incisions 
on the spear-head and such a typical detail as the knop 
with incisions above and below are found only in works 
by the Heidelberg painter - in addition to that mentioned 
above cf. also Yale Univeristy 1993 .46.15 (Siana Cups III, 
pl. 250.d-e, cat. Add. 8) or Zurich market (Nefer) (Siana 
Cups III, pl. 251.a, cat. Add. 11); spears in painting by the 
C Painter are totally different. On the basis of this unique 
and typical feature we should give the Hermitage frag-
ment to the Heidelberg painter or one very close to him. 

Unpublished. 

9; Fig. 3. FRAGMENT OF A SIANA CUP, OVERLAP. Inv. 
B.63.199. Found on Berezan, 1963. Max. d. 2.9 x 2.3 cm; 
h. of lip 1.9 cm. Est.d. 19 cm. Fragment of lip with rim 
and jog.

Fragments of male head (without chin and nose) to 
left with part of chest and left shoulder; fragment of 
horse muzzle (without head) to left with part of chest and 
bridle. Everything in solid brown glaze. Solid black line 
along rim. 

Incisions: contours of left shoulder, collarbone, eye, 
ear of male, wavy line for lower edge of hair, short strokes 
for lips and eyebrow, double arc for fillet on hair; contours 
of eye and muscles on muzzle of horse, short straight lines 
for bridle. 

Heidelberg Painter, 
560-550 BC. 
Very special form of male ear and horse's eye typical for 

the Heidelberg Painter - cf. Hermitage horse with horses 
on London market, Sotheby's (Siana Cups II, pl. llOb-c, 
cat. 344, Heidelberg painter, 560-550 BC, middle period), 
Hermitage horse and male with horses and youth on Am-
sterdam 10.000 (Siana Cups II, pls. 105-106, cat. 330, Hei-
delberg Painter, late 560s BC, early period); youth's facial 
features much closer on the latter. The composition was 
probably like that on Boston 1870.68 (Siana Cups II, pl. 
136.a-b, cat. 422) by the Heidelberg Painter, 550-540 BC, 
late period. Boston cup also has close types of horse and 
male heads, though the incisions are more careless than on 
the Hermitage fragment. There are closer incisions of male 
ear, hair and fillet on cups of the early and middle peri-
ods. As Brijder noted there were many similarities in draw-
ing in the Heidelberg Painter's early and middle periods, 
especially in the drawing of human and horse's features, 
preserved on the Hermitage fragment (Siana Cups II, 409, 
412-413). Ear on Hermitage fragment closer to ears of the 
early periods, but eye - a circle with two triangles rather 
than horizontal dashes - more typical of the middle period. 
Height of lip of Hermitage fragment is 2.2 cm. Brijder not-
ed a typical lip-height of 2-2.1 cm in the early period and 
2.2-2.8 cm in the middle period. The Hermitage fragment 
can be set somewhere in the end of the early or beginning 
of the middle period of the painter. 

Unpublished. 
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PLATE 2 

1; Fig. 4. FRAGMENT OF A SIANA CUP, OVERLAP. Inv. 
B.78.97. Found on Berezan, 1978. Max. d. 4.7 x 4.4 cm; 
pres. 1. of rim 3.8 cm; h. of lip 2.5 cm. Est. d. 27 cm. Frag-
ment of lip-jog-body. Added white almost faded. 

Fragment of battle: part of rider to left and part of 
warrior to right. Horse: upper part of croup with part 
of tail preserved; rider: part of back with left hand and 
quiver with arrows, back of head in a hat of Scythian type 
are preserved; warrior in dress with long sleeves: torso 
with bent right arm lifted up and back with spear in fist, 
back part of head in helmet with crest, part of left hand; 
sheath on left hip and part of shield (?) are preserved. 
Spear and arrows in quiver in dilute glaze. Solid black 
line along rim and jog. 

Added red: five spots on dress of rider, two big spots 
on quiver; two big spots on chest of warrior, two vertical 
stripes on lower part of his dress, one stripe on sheath. 
Added white (almost faded): baldric on warrior; contours 
of Scythian hat of rider and upper contour of quiver, belt 
at his waist. Incisions: lower contour of Scythian hat, con-
tours of left hand and dress of rider, three horizontal lines 
for upper edge and one in middle of quiver; contours of 
torso of warrior, shield, sheath, helmet, spear, two vertical 
arcs on middle of right hand, two short strokes for edge 
of sleeve on right hand, short strokes for fingers, long 
strokes for long hair, visible from beneath helmet. 

Manner of Heidelberg Painter, related to works of 
Taras Painter. 

560-540 BC. 
Drawing of helmet, arm and hand with spear re-

late to Athens 435 (Siana Cups II, pl. 108, cat. 335) by 
the Heidelberg Painter, late 560s, early period. Close 
drawing of chest with two red spots on Taranto 52170 
(Siana Cups II, pl. 113, cat. 349) by the same painter, 
560-550 BC, middle period. Rider leaning far back and 
motif of pointed hat (although with shorter ends), cf. 
man in tondo on cup in Birmingam (Siana Cups I, pl. 
36g, cat. 162). On the other hand there is a specific 

0	 1	 2 

Fig. 4. B.78.97

detail in the nature of incisions in upper part of spear 
- a kind of bulge, marked with two contour-lines and 
vertical line in middle - that relates to works by the 
Taras Painter: cf. spear on Taranto 52205 (Siana Cups 
I, pl. 30b, cat. 147, middle period), Bari 6233 (Siana 
Cups I, pl. 32c, cat. 169, late period). 

Unpublished. 

2. FRAGMENT OF A SIANA CUP, OVERLAP. Inv. B.63 .198. 
Found on Berezan, 1963. Max. d. 3.3 x 2.7 cm; pres. 1. of 
rim 3.3 cm. Est.d. 24 cm. Fragment of lip with rim. 

Fragment of horse head with neck. Bridle in dilute 
glaze. Added red: neck. Incisions: contours of mane, ear, 
bridle, eye, cheek-bone. 

Taras Painter. 
565-550 BC. 
Type of horse's head, all incisions for mane, nose, ear 

and bridle and added red on neck - as in works by the 
Taras Painter, cf. horses on side A of London market 
(Sotheby's) (Siana Cups II, pl. 162.a), 565-550 BC or on 
side A of New York market (Siana Cups I, pl. 34a, cat. 
173), late period. Though the eye on the Hermitage frag-
ment is somewhat different and more like in works by the 
C Painter, cf. e.g. Clazomenae (Siana Cups II, pl. 159d), 
this is no contradiction: before the painter was identified 
as the Taras Painter Beazley called him Shadow of the C 
Painter' (ABV, 51). Other close analogies to the Hermit-
age fragment: Amsterdam RALS 826 (CVA Amsterdam 2, 
pl. 68, 3), Amsterdam 13.814, side A (Siana Cups III, pl. 
243b, cat. Add. 25), Taranto 52205, side A (Siana Cups 
III, pl. 243d, cat. Add. 28); all 565-560 BC. We identify 
the Hermitage fragment as the work of the Taras Painter, 
565-560 BC. 

Unpublished. 

3. FRAGMENT OF A SIANA CUP. Inv. B.348. Found on 
Berezan, 1909. Max. d. 9.7 x 3.9 cm. Added white almost 
faded. Fragment of lower part of body. 

Fragment of medallion. Border: three circles, band 
with dot-pattern, two circles, tongue-band, two circles. 
All circles in dilute (orange) glaze, vertical lines between 
tongues in solid black relief line. Tondo: fragment of 
armed female to left (apparently Athena); clenched fist 
and part of hand of another figure. Female in helmet with 
high crest, fragment of long hair and dress on shoulder 
preserved; to her left fragment of a snake. Helmet in solid 
brown, not lustrous glaze.
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Added red: each second tongue in tongue-band; whole 
of crest on helmet (including long hanging part). Added 
white: face and neck of Athena (poorly preserved); two 
dots on her hair, two dots on snake. Incisions: contours of 
hand and all fingers; double line for lower edge of helmet, 
semi-circle for upper contour of crest, semi-circle and 
wavy line for decoration in middle of crest; contour of 
dress on back of woman and of hair, double line for up-
per edge of dress; contour of right part of snake-body, cir-
cles for eyes, two arcs on head, short stroke for tongue. 

C Painter (V. Skudnova). 
565-560 BC. 
The Hermitage fragment was attributed by Skudnova 

(SKUDNOVA, 195, 36) with a dating 570-560 BC. The type 
of helmet with high crest, overlapping tondo-border, spe-
cific form of head and type of hair are like in works by the 
C Painter, cf. helmet with that on New Jersey, coll. Stuart 
Tray of Alpine (Siana Cups I, pl. 15b, cat. 44) and head 
on Hermitage fragment with female heads from works of 
the middle period. Also typical of works by the C Painter 
are added red on the helmet-crest (Siana Cups I, 134) and 
the woman's hair with a long lock hanging down before 
the shoulder (Siana Cups I, 136). Drawing of hand with 
clenched fingers and all fingers thoroughly incised are 
also typical for the painter, cf. e.g. hand holding shield on 
Geneva Market, Christie's (Siana Cups I, pl. 14c, cat. 49). 
Similar snake in tondo of Basle, coil. Cahn HC 358 (Siana 
Cups I, pl. 18c, cat. 63), while snakes in works of e.g. the 
Cassandra Painter are different. The tondo-border in the 
form of a tongue-band (with alternating red and black 
tongues) and dotted band is typical of the painter and 
one of his favourite border types (Siana Cups I, 121, fig. 
34a). All features mentioned above, like the armed female 
in the tondo, are typical for the painter's middle period 
(Siana Cups I, 115, 138-139). Detailed incisions on the 
palm also of middle-period type; in the late period the 
drawing is more careless. General composition rather like 
Naples 81150 (Siana Cups I, pl. 53c, the Vintage Painter), 
New York 12234.1 (Siana Cups I, pl. 53e, recalling the 
Vintage painter) or Basel BS 428 (Siana Cups I, pl. 52d, 
recalling the Vintage painter). Snake to right of armed 
woman can be seen as an indication of Athena, cf. e.g. 
Athena on London B 379 (Siana Cups I, pl. 24c) or Lon-
don B 380 (Siana Cups I, pl. 25b), both the Cassandra 
painter; depictions of amazons do not include such detail, 
cf. Naples 81150 (mentioned above) or Taranto 1. G. 4442 
(Siana Cups I, pl. 15e, by the C Painter). On the other 
hand the presence of someone trying to grasp Athena's 
helmet prevents us identifying her with confidence. 

Bibi.: SKUDN0VA, 1955, 36 (C Painter, 570-550 BC).

4; Fig. 5. FRAGMENT OF A SIANA CUP. Inv. B.73.241. 
Found on Berezan, 1973. Max. d. 3.8 x 2.6 cm; h. lip 2.1 
cm. Est. d. 18 cm. Fragment of lip with rim and jog. 

Outside: plain, two black lines along rim, thick black 
line along jog. 

Inside: fragment of lotus-palmette chain: lotus be-
tween fragments of two palmettes. 

Incisions: double arcs for palmettes' hearts, triple hor-
izontal stroke between lotus-bud and stalk, upper con-
tours of side petals of lotus, short strokes between petals 
in palmettes. 

Compare Class of Taleides Siana cups. 
555-545 BC. 
Close lotus-palmette chain in the tondo-border of 

Tocra 1041 (Siana Cups III, pl. 207d, cat. 631) by the 
Griffin-bird Painter, early period, 560-550 BC. Very close 
lotus-palmette chain on inner part of lip of Syracuse 
78123 (Agora XXIII. pl . 110 no 1648; Siana Cups III, pls. 
198b, 199d, cat. 597) and on inner part of lip of Agora P 
13250 (Siana Cups III, pl. 199e, cat. 598), both Compare 
Class of Taleides Siana cups, 560-545 BC, with more pre-
cise dates for these two cups as 550-545 BC (Szana Cups 
III, 610). Very close also - inner lip of a Gordion cup, 
German private coll. (Siana Cups III, pl. 258f, 560-550 
BC). Bearing in mind the type of decoration, relatively 
rare for Siana cups - with ornament on inner side of lip 
- we might suggest the Hermitage fragment was painted 
by one of the same artists and should be dated similarly. 

Unpublished. 

5. FRAGMENT OF A SIANA CUP, OVERLAP. Inv. B.71.157. 
Found on Berezan, 1971. Max. d. 2.7 x 3.5 cm. Fragment 
of lip-jog-body without rim. 

Fragment of figure in short chiton to right with part of 
arm. Line in dilute glaze along jog. 

Added red: chitori. Incisions: double zigzag band with 
border of two horizontal lines above and below. 

Manner of Heidelberg Painter.

0	 1	 2 

Fig. 5. B.73.241
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c. 550 BC. 
Probably a figure from a row of running figures as in 

works by the C Painter - side A of Munich 8954 (Siana 
Cups I, pl. 9c, cat. 13), side A of Taranto I.G. 4442 (Siana 

Cups I, pl. 16a, cat. 52) or side A of Hermitage B.351 
(CVA The State Hermitage Museum 3, 13-15, pl. 2, 1), 
though in these works the dress is longer and pattern on 
edge not double but simple zigzag. On the other hand 
it may be a figure from a battle as on Berlin 3402 (Siana 
Cups II, pl. 146h-i, cat. 470), manner of the Heidelberg 
Painter, 550-545 BC. Closest analogy, including incised 
pattern on chiton-edge: figure to right of central couple 
of warriors on side A of Berlin 3402. The fragment is too 
small to be sure in the attribution. It can be set with works 
in the manner of the Heidelberg Painter. 

Unpublished.

PLATE 3 

1-6; Fig. 6. SIANA CUP, OVERLAP. Inv. 0.1914.41. 
Found at Olbia, Grave 18, 1914. H. 8.7 cm; d. 14.2 cm; 
w with handles 19.4 cm. Foot: h. 2.5 cm; base: d. 6.4 cm, 
h. 0.3 cm. Lip: h. 2 cm. Handles: d. 0.9 cm. Medallion: d. 
5.7 cm. Black glaze inside with red runs. Assembled from 
pieces, small missing fragments filled and tinted to match 
clay or glaze, joines uneven. Many scratches and chips on 
surface. 

Interior: medallion. Border: dilute circle. Tondo: ivy-
leaf upright. 

Exterior, A-B: lotus-bud chain with petals and stalks 
in dilute glaze. 

Added white: calyx of buds; dots under stalks. Be-
neath frieze: black line, reserved line, black band, re-
served band. Lower part of cup is black. Foot outside 
black except for edge of base; foot inside reserved except 
for black line around inner edge of base (w. 0.4 cm). 

Close to Griffin-bird Painter and Painter of Tubingen 
2236. 

540-530 BC. 
Cup published by V. Skudnova as work of 540-530 

BC. Overall dating for burial is last quarter of the 6th cen-
tury BC. Motif of lotus-bud chain is typical for works by 
the Heidelberg Painter and his manner, cf. Lugano mar-
ket (Siana Cups III, pl. 256a-b, 550-545 BC), and the Red-
black Painter, cf. tondo-border of Madison, Elvehjem 
Mus.of Art 1983.7 (Szana Cups III, pl. 174g, cat. 491, 
late 560s BC), Zurich University 3844 (Siana Cups III, pl. 
177c, late 560s-550 BC), Madrid 10.945 (Siana Cups III, 
pl. 177e, late 560s-550 BC), and on lips of cups by the 
Red-black Painter such as Taranto 20253 (Siana Cups III,

pl. 18 la-b, 560-550 BC) or on body of his cups such as 
Copenhagen 958 (Siana Cups III, pl. 186a, 560-545 BC). 
Motif also typical for works by the Griffin-bird Painter, 
cf. lip of Taranto 20148 (Siana Cups III, pl. 224d, 540-530 
BC), lip of Louvre CP 12642 (Siana Cups III, pl. 225a, 
560-540 BC), lip of London market (Siana Cups III, pl. 
226f, 550-530 BC). Lotuses and palmettes in works of the 
Griffin-bird Painter are less carefully drawn and much 
closer to picture on Hermitage cup. Closest in composi-
tion - with same motif and overlap system - is Jerusalem, 
E. Borowski coll. (Siana Cups III, pl. 227d, 550-530 BC), 
close to the Griffin-bird Painter. Big overlap lotuses or 
lotus-palmettes chains are typical of many works of the 
Griffin-bird Painter. Also very close and careless lotus-
buds chains seen in works of the Painter of Tubingen 
2236, cf. Corinth C-50-67 (Szana Cups III, pl. 231d) and 
Uppsala 323 (Siana Cups III, pl. 233b, 545-530 BC). 

Bib!.: SKUDNOVA, 1988, 159-160, pl. on p. 159, cat. 245.11 

PLATE 4 

1; Fig. 7. FRAGMENTS OF A SIANA CUP (?). Inv. B.68.82. 
Found on Berezan, 1968. a) 9.6 x 5.3 cm; b) 2,5 x 2,4 cm; 
c) 2,8 x 2 cm. H. of lip 2.4 cm. Est. d. 19 cm. Three non-
joining fragments of lip-jog-body. 

Exterior, 1: ivy-wreath with leaves pointing up and 
down, alternating red and black; leaves set in pairs. 

2: black. 
Circle of Hermogenes (K. Gorbunova). Close to Class 

of Taleides cups. 
560-540 BC. 
Published by K. Gorbunova with attribution to circle 

of Hermogenes, second half of the 6th century BC. Ab-
solutely the same scheme of decoration and close ivy on 
Siana cup London 1906.12-15.3 (CVA British Museum 2, 
pl. 10.2b; C Painter by Beazley in ABV, 57 no 109; in 
Aab 2 , 15). Close in shape and profile and with close ivy 
on lip is a little-masters cup of hybrid type (shape be-

Fig. 6. 0.1914.41
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Fig. 7. B.68.82 

tween Siana cup and lip-cup) Leipzig T 434 (CVA Leip- 
zig 2, pl. 30, 5; Hermogenes potter). Close decoration on 
lip on Siana cup London 1906.12-15.1 (CVA British Mu-
seum 2, pl. 10.6a-b; Siana Cups I, pl. 58a-b, no. 290; The 
Painter of Burgon Sianas). Close ivy on lip also on Siana 
cups Cologne 306 (Siana Cups I, pl. 37b, Taras Painter), 
Palermo N.J. 2877/2 (Siana Cups III, pl. 188a, Manner of 
Red-black Painter, 550-545 BC), Lugano market (Siana 
Cups III, pl. 256a-b, Manner of Heidelberg Painter, 550-
545 BC), on lip-cup Oxford, Ashmolean 1965.120 (ABV, 
57 no 112; Pare, 23; Add2, 15), very close ivy with the 
same leaves set in pairs on Siana cup Ascona market (Si- 
aria Cups III, pl. 244e, Taras painter, 565-545 BC). Close 
ivy on lip-cup London B 413 (CVA British Museum 2, pl. 
(72)14.7). Profile close to Siana cups of Class of Taleides 
Cups, cf. Siana Cups III, pl. 266a. 

Bibl.: GORBUNOVA, 1982, pl. lb on p. 40 (second half of 6 h century BC, 
circle of Hermogenes). 

2; Fig. 8. FRAGMENTS OF A SIANA CUP (?). Inv. 
P.1870.73. Found at Pantikapaion, 1870. Max. d.: a) 7.2 x 
5.4 cm; b) 4.6 x 2.6 cm. Lip: h. 2.6 cm; Est. d. 24 cm. Two 
not-joining fragments of lip-jog-body. 

Exterior, 1: ivy-wreath with leaves pointing up and 
down, alternating red and black.

2: thick black line under jog; handle-zone plane with 
black beneath. 

Close to the Painter of Burgon Sianas. 
560-540 BC. 
Very close composition and ivy on Siana cup London 

1906.12-15.1 (CVA British Museum 2, pl. 10.6a-b; Siana 
Cups I, pl. 58a-b, no 290; The Painter of Burgon Sianas). 
Close ivy-leaves also on works of the Malibu Painter, cf. 
Ragusa 320 (Siana Cups I, pl. 45h, middle period) and 
Cologne, coll. Tollmann (Siana Cups I, pl. 42c-d; middle 
period). 

Unpublished. 

3; Fig. 9. FRAGMENTS OF A LIP-CUP. mv, B.429. Found 
on Berezan, 1909. Max. d. 8.4 x 5.4 cm; h. of lip 3.1 cm. 
Est. d. 22 cm. Two joined fragments of lip with rim and jog. 
Tiny chips and scratches over whole surface; big chip on 
right wing of siren; added red and white almost faded. 

Thin black line along rim, thick black band under 
jog.

Lip: siren pacing to left, wings to sides, head and body 
in profile, legs standing on jog, right leg forward, hair 
long. 

Added red: broad bands along middle part of both 
wings; broad band on tail. 

Added white: face, neck, chest, stripes above and be-
low red bands. 

Incisions: contour of face and eye, short stroke inside 
eye and for lips, contour of ear, lower contour of hair, two 
horizontal lines on lower part of neck, two semi-circles 
for contours of chest, lower contour of wings, separating 
them from feathers, long and short vertical lines for feath-
ers on wings and tail, double short lines for upper part of 
legs, two short strokes for curve of left leg, line to both 
sides of white stripes on tail, long wavy line and arcs on 
breast for short feathers. 
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Body: inscription

jA 4P	
-	 0 

p	 it A'	 A so C, 

Same painter as Munich 9421. 
550-530 BC. 
Published by S. Solovyov with datation 550-325 BC 

(Borysthenes-Berezan, 85, pl. 140). A siren in the middle 
of the lip is a common subject on lip-cups - cf. Erlan-
gen Universität M 1094/J 166 (Kunst der Schale, 83, pl. 
10, 1, 550-530 BC), Munich 9421 (Kunst der Schale, 88, 
pl. 10.14, 550-530 BC), Munich 2152 (Kunst der Schale, 
88.10.15, 550-530 BC). Closest siren (pose, shape and 
incisions on wings, tail, breast, face) on lip-cup Munich 
9421 (CVAMünchen 10, pl. 24, 1-2,550-525 BC) —prob-
ably by the same painter as the Hermitage fragment. 

Bib).: Boryst/2enes-Berczan, 85, pl. 140 (550-525 BC). 

4-5; Fig. 10. FRAGMENTS OF A LIP-CUP. Inv. B.73.472. 
Found on Berezan, 1973. Max. d. 13.2 x 7.3 cm; pres. 1. 
of rim 10 cm; h. of lip 2.5 cm. Est. d. 22 cm. Two joined 
fragments of lip-jog-body. Many scratches on body be-
neath painting. 

Thick black stripe under jog. 
Lip: cock and hen facing right, wings pressed to bod-

ies, left legs forward, feet on jog. 
Added red: crest and beard of cock, two long feathers 

in cock's tail. 
Incisions: contours of wings, long horizontal lines for 

feathers in wings and tails, wavy line for outer edge of 
tails, three cross lines on wings, short strokes on necks 
for small feathers, line between beak and head, contour 
of cock's eye. 

Body: inscription

part of handle-palmette upright with one volute-
shaped tendril, part of black lower part of body. Added 
red: heart of palmette. Incisions: upper contour of ten-
dril, double semi-circle for contour of heart, strokes be-
tween petals. 

Circle of Tleson Painter. 
550-530 BC. 
A standing cock or hen is a typical subject for the mid-

dle of the lip of lip-cups - cf. Munich 2149 (Kunst der 
Schale, 90, 11.1a, 550-530 BC, Tleson Painter) or Munich 
9415 (Kunst der Schale, 109, pl. 13.4, 550-530 BC). Com-
position of Hermitage fragment and palmette are close to 
Munich 2149, though hen is different. Close cock and hen, 
but different palmettes on Louvre F 92 (CVA Louvre 9, pl. 
87, 1-4). Close cock and hen on band-cup Roma 195 (CVA 
Rome, Musei Capitolini 1, pl. 39, 1-2). Close incisions on 
cocks in tondo of Munich 2142 (Kunst der Schale,110, pl. 
13, 6, 550-530 BC). Close cocks on fragments of lip-cup 
Munich 9412 (Kunst der Schale, 28, pl. 2, 6, 5 60 -55 0 BC). 
Close cock and hen on Athens 535 (CC 649) (CVAAthènes, 
National Museum 3, pl. 29, 1-5, 550-540 BC; Griffin-bird 
Painter by Beazley in ABV74, no 51; Ac/c/2 20). 

Unpublished.

PLATE 5 

1; Fig. 11. FRAGMENT OF A LIP-CUP. Inv. B.66.92. 
Found on Berezan, 1966. Max. d. 2.9 x 2.5 cm; pres. 1. 
of rim 2.3 cm; h. lip 1.8 cm. Est. d. 14 cm. Fragment of 
lip with rim and jog. Deep scratch in middle of rim, light 
scratches above jog. 

\ _ 
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Fig. 10. 13.73.472
	 Fig. 11. B.66.92
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Thin black line and very thin line in dilute glaze along 
rim, thick black line along jog. Lip: fragment of he-goat, 
racing right (without left fore hoof, left rear leg and tail). 

Added red: neck, two vertical spots on ribs, broad 
stripe on right haunch. Added white: five triangle-shaped 
elements on body. Incisions: lower contour of right horn, 
head and beard, contour of ear, eye, upper parts of fore-
legs, four horizontal strokes on forelock, three long verti-
cal strokes for beard hairs, three bent lines for ribs, two 
on right thigh, three short strokes across right horn, short 
stroke inside ear and in mouth. 

Centaur Painter. 
545-540 BC. 
Fragment published by K. Gorbunova (GORBUNOVA, 

1982, 40, fig. 3a) together with fragment B.482 (CVA The 
State Hermitage Museum 3, pl. 12, 5, Centaur Painter, 
540-530 BC) as a fragment from the circle of Tleson of 
the second half of the 6,h century BC. Goat with close 
head and body elements but without white pattern on 
body and with more elaborate horns depicted on band-
cup Munich SL 462 (CVA Miinchen 11, pl. 9, 2, Tleson 
Painter). But much closer are goats in the works of the 
Centaur Painter. Very close incisions of beard, forelock, 
forelegs, eye, ear, horn, form of legs and hoofs, similar tri-
angle-shaped elements in drawing of goat on lip-cup Mu-
nich 2158 (CVA München 10, pl. 16, 3, Centaur Painter, 
550-525 BC). The same typical triangle-shaped elements 
present on the Hermitage fragment B.482 (see above). 
The Hermitage fragment with a goat is an excellent ex-
ample of the painter's work. 

Bibl.: GORBUNOVA, 1982: 40, fig. 3  (second half of 6 1" century BC). 

2; Fig. 12. FRAGMENT OF A LIP-CUP. Inv. B.71.165. 
Found on Berezan, 1971. Max. d. 2.7 x 2.8 cm; pres. 1. of 
rim 2 cm; h. of lip 1.8 cm. Est. d. 16 cm. Fragment of lip-
jog-body. Several tiny chips on jog. 

Thick black stripe under jog.

Lip: right half of naked male running right, bent right 
leg back, bent right arm back and down, in the hand a 
stick turned down. Stick (except handle) in dilute glaze. 
Incisions: horizontal line on chest, horizontal and vertical 
curved lines on belly and hip. 

Centaur Painter. 
540-530 BC. 
Running figures on the lip with close body and inci-

sions are typical of the Centaur Painter, cf. Hermitage 
B 88 (CVA The State Hermitage Museum 3, pl. 12, 1-4, 
540-530 BC) or Munich 2160 (CVA München 10, pl. 15, 
5-8, 550-530 BC), though drawing and incisions on the 
Hermitage fragment are more careless. Very close figure 
(the same painter) on Heidelberg, University S 34 (CVA 
Heidelberg 4, pl. 154, 7, 550-53 0 BC). 

Unpublished. 

3; Fig. 13. FRAGMENT OF A LIP-CUP. Inv. B.70.151. 
Found on Berezan 1970. Fragment of lip-jog-body. Max. 
d. 4.4 x3 cm; pres. 1. of rim 1.8 cm; h. of lip 1.8 cm. Est. 
d. 17 cm. Several tiny chips on lip and body. 

Thin black line under rim, thick black stripe under jog. 
Lip: panther in profile to left (without rear part), long 

curved neck, face frontal, forelegs up, rear legs on jog. 
Paws in dilute glaze with solid black spots for pads. 

Added red: neck. Incisions: contours of face, nose, 
eyes, lower part of ears; contour of upper part of left fore-
leg, three bent lines for ribs, three on left buttock. 

550-530 BC. 
Composition apparently like that on Munich 2157 

(Kunst der Schale, 97, pl. 12, 4, 550-530 BC), London B 
405 (CVA British Museum 2, pl. 14, 1) or on Louvre F 96 
(CVA Louvre 9, pl. 87, 6, 8), but in all cases drawing of the 
panther is different. Very close panther on Sevres 4650 
(CVA Sèvres, pl. 15, 1-3) - probably the same painter. 

Unpublished. 

\ __ 
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4. FRAGMENT OF A LIP-CUP. Inv. B.72.122. Found on 
Berezan, 1972. Max. d. 2.1 x 2.3 cm; pres. 1. of rim 1.9 
cm; h. of lip 1.7 cm. Est. d. 14 cm. Fragment of lip-jog-
body. Several chips on lip and jog. 

Thin black line under rim, thick black stripe under 
jog.

Lip: fragment of naked male walking right (without 
left hand and left foot). Head and legs in profile, torso 
frontal; legs bent, left forward, right back, left arm for-
ward and down, bent right arm back, elbow up, arm at 
waist level. Legs under knee and hand under elbow in 
dilute glaze. 

Added red: hair. Incisions careless in curved lines: con-
tour of eye, circle for ear, stroke for mouth, lower contour 
of hair, arcs for collarbones, stroke on right and left arm, 
two arcs for chest lower contour, two short strokes on 
belly, contours of inner parts of thigh, two short strokes 
on left thigh, one long stroke on right thigh, a stroke on 
each knee. 

550-530 BC. 
Probably part of a cup with komos on lip, cf. Munich 

2154 (CVA München 10, pl. 28, 7-11, 550-525 BC). On 
komos on the lip of lip-cups see commentary in CVA 
München 10, 47-48, and Kunst der SchalC 146-174. 

Unpublished. 

5; Fig. 14. FRAGMENT OF A LIP-CUP. Inv. B.74.114. 
Found on Berezan, 1974. Max. d. 3 x 3 cm; h. of lip 2.2 
cm. Fragment of lip-jog-body. Several scratches and chips 
on lip. 

Thin black line under rim, thick black stripe under jog. 
Lip: old man and fragment of winged figure. Old man 

with long beard standing to right in profile, body covered 
with long dress with only neck and feet visible, left foot 
forward. Winged figure walking right, one leg set back, 
buttock, back and one wing preserved, short dress from 

Fig. 14. B.74.114

neck to waist. Added red: hair and beard of old man, his 
dress from waist to feet, two round spots on upper part 
of dress; dress of winged figure, two spots on wing. In-
cisions: lower contour of man's hair, contour of beard, 
ear, eye, short stroke under nose and for mouth, double 
horizontal line for upper edge of dress, contour of upper 
part of dress, double line with short horizontal strokes 
between for pattern on lower edge of dress; side contour 
and three horizontal lines on waist of winged figure's 
dress. 

550-530 BC. 
Composition probably like the central part of band-

cup Munich 2226 (Kunst der Schale, 128, pl. 17, 8, 550-
530 BC) with running Nike between two standing males. 
Close incisions on dress and red dots on band-cup Mu-
nich 2243 (Kunst der Schale, 140, pl. 20, lc-d, c. 550 BC, 
Glaukites). In some aspects close man on Agora P 4637 
(Agora XXIII, pl. 111, no 1719). 

Unpublished. 

6; Fig, 15. FRAGMENT OF A LIP-CUP. Inv. B.358. Found 
onBerezan, 1909. Max. d.3.8x3.4 cm; h. of lip 3.1 cm. 
Est. d. 21 cm. Fragment of lip with rim and part of jog. 

Black stripe under rim and under jog. 
Lip: head of bearded male to right - Heracles(?); part 

of bull (without head and right foreleg) to left: left rear 
leg forward, right foreleg lifted back and up, upper part 
of tail lifted up. Rear legs under the knee in dilute glaze. 
Added red: neck and nape of bull; hair and beard of man. 
Incisions: contours of hair, beard and eye of man, strokes 
for eyebrow and mouth; contours of shoulder and fore-
part of bull, contour of hoof on left foreleg, four short 
bent lines for ribs, contours of left haunch and line on it; 
two short strokes near tail. 

550-530 BC. 
Close bearded face on band-cup Munich 2241 (Kunst 

0	 1	 2 

Fig. 15. B.358
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Fig. 16. 13.84.132 

der SchalC 134, pl. 19, 1, 550-530 BC). Bull close in 
tondo of Malibu 86.AE.161 (CVA Malibu 2, pl. 100, 1, 
c. 540 BC). 

Unpublished. 

7; Fig. 16. FRAGMENT OF A LIP-CUP. Inv. B.84.132. 
Found on Berezan, 1984. Max. d. 6.8 x 2.9 cm; pres. 1. of 
rim 6.9 cm; h. of lip 2 cm. Est. d. 14 cm. Fragment of lip-
jog-body. Tiny chips over whole surface, long scratches 
under picture on body. 

Black stripe under rim and under jog. 
Lip: fragment of rider (only left leg preserved) to left 

on galloping horse (only forepart, muzzle and neck pre-
served). Bridle, lower part of horse's legs and hoofs in di-
lute glaze. Added white: spot on mane. Incisions: contour 
of rider's leg; contour of horse's eye, nostril, cheek-bone, 
ear, upper contour of neck, line on muzzle for bridle, ver-
tical line in middle of neck, contour of upper left foreleg, 
two bent lines on belly. 

Same painter as Munich 2218. 
550-53 0 BC. 
The rider is a common subject for lip-cups and band-

cups. Closest are a horse and rider on band-cup Munich 
2218 (Kunst der Schale, 128, pl. 17, 10, 550-530 BC), the 
drawing of the horse almost identical, apparently by the 
same hand. Also close to B.84.133 (pl 5.8) and Agora P 
22340 (Agora XXIII, pl. 110, no 1693). 

Unpublished.

0	 1	 2 

Fig. 17. B.84.133

8; Fig. 17. FRAGMENT OF A LIP-CUP. Inv. B.84.133. 
Found on Berezan, 1984. Max. d. 2.1 x 2.3 cm; pres. 1. of 
rim 1.2 cm; h. of lip 2 cm. Fragment of lip with rim and 
part of jog. Two chips in lower part of fragment. 

Black line along rim and along jog. 
Lip: fragment of horse-rider, galloping to left. Horse: 

head, neck, forepart and forelegs without hoofs; forelegs 
lifted up. Rider: left leg and left hand preserved. Added 
white: horse's mane. Incisions: contours of horse's eye, 
ear, nostril, outer contour of neck, cheek-bone, shoulder; 
line between forelegs, line on belly; contours of bridle; 
contour of left leg and hand of rider. 

Same painter as Munich 2218. 
550-530 BC. 
The rider is a common subject for lip-cups and band-

cups. Closest are a horse and rider on band-cup Munich 
2218 (Kunst der Schale, 128, pl. 17, 10; 550-530 BC), the 
drawing of the horse almost identical, apparently by the 
same hand. This fragment even closer to the Painter of 
Munich 2218 than B.84.132 (pl. 5.7) and Agora P 22340 
(Agora XXIII, pl. 110, no 1693). 

Unpublished.

PLATE 6 

1-3; P1. 7.1-6; Fig. 18. LIP-CUP. Inv. B.137. Found 
on Berezan, 1909. H. 13.5 cm; d. 22.8 cm; w with han-
dles 30.1 cm. Foot: h. 5.7 cm; based. 8.5 cm; h. of edge 
of foot 0.6 cm. Handles: d. 0.7 cm. Medallion: d. 10.8 
cm; tondo d. 6.6 cm; border w. 2 cm. Lip-cup, fillet in 
upper part of stem. Assembled from pieces, missing 
fragments filled with plaster and tinted to match clay 
or glaze; two holes in lower part of bowl near stem. 
Considerable part of tondo, almost whole of handle 
A/B, large fragment of lip and body in the centre of B 
and A, part of body and lip under handle B/A lost and 
made of plaster. Many scratches and chips over whole 
surface of cup. 

Interior: medallion. Border: three circles, tongue-
band, four circles. Tondo: siren to right in profile, profile 
head to left, only head with upper part of face, breast, left 
leg and part of right wing preserved. Added red: every 
second tongue in tongue-band, wreath on siren's head. 
Incisions: contours of siren's eye and eyeball, contour 
of ear, arc for eyebrow, outer contour of wing, several 
strokes for feathers, two horizontal strokes and U-shaped 
element on upper part of leg. 

Exterior: black stripe under rim and under jog. 
1 - plain
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2 - handle palmettes upright (two on B and one on A 
preserved), inscription between handles:

tondo-border, handle-palmettes, inscription and form of 
lip-cup on lip-cup Munich 2135 (CVA Munchen 10, pl. 
12, 5, 7, 8-10, Tleson Painter, 550-525 BC). 

Unpublished.' o w
I'

PLATE 7 

1-4. Lip-cup . Inv. B.137. 

PLATE 8 I

Added red: hearts of palmettes with volute-shaped ten-
drils. 

Incisions: double semi-circle for palmettes' hearts, 
lines between petals, two bent lines for upper part of vo-
lute-shaped tendrils. 

Bottom of cup black with reserved band. Foot outside 
black, fillet red; foot incide reserved. 

Tleson potter (by signature) 
Tieson Painter. 
550-525 BC. 
Type LI according to Beazley's classification (BEAz-

LEY, 1932, 168). Siren in tondo is a common subject for 
lip cups, cf. London B 420 (CVA British Museum 2, pl. 14, 
5). Close palmettes on B 415 (CVA British Museum 2, pl. 
12, 8). Very close siren (type, pose, shape of nose, head, 
wing, incisions of ear and eye, wing) as well as identical

1-4; P1. 9.1-2; Fig. 19. LIP-CUP. Inv. B.2969. Purchased 
from A. G. Prang, 1918. H. 13 cm; d. 22.2 cm; w. with 
handles 29.6 cm. Foot: h. 5.4 cm; base: d. 9.2 cm, h. 0.5 
cm. Handles: d. 1.9 cm. Medallion: d. 8.5 cm; tondo d. 
5.2 cm; border w. 1.9 cm. Large heavy cup. Assembled 
from pieces, missing fragments to sides of handle A/B 
made of plaster and tinted, joins uneven. Handle B/A 
re-attached. Foot and lower part of body and medallion 
attached - possibly from another cup - the round join 
tinted with red outside. Outside surface worn. 

Interior: medallion. Border: three dilute lines, tongue-
band with alternating black and red tongues, four dilute 
lines. Tondo: winged female, running to right in pose of 
Kneelauf run, head turned left, left leg forward. Arms 
bent, left arm up and forward, right arm down and back; 
wings spread to sides and up. Chiton with belt, long 
hair. 

Added red: chiton except for edgings, broad band in 
lower part of wings; pupil of eye; fillet on head. Added 
white: legs, arms, neck, face; two rows of dots on lower 
part of chiton; lines above and below red bands on wings. 

Fig. 18. B.137	 Fig. 19. E.2969 
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Incisions: contour of eye and eyebrow, two lines around 
neck, muscles on arms and legs, row of diagonal lines for 
feathers on lower part of wings; one line for vertical con-
tours of chiton; two double lines and one wavy line for 
lower edgings on chiton; two double lines with diagonal 
strokes between them for edging of chiton above belt; 
double line and single line with row of semi-circles be-
tween them for upper edging of chiton; contours of belt. 

Exterior, A-B, 1: plain. 
2: thick black line; warrior fighting with Amazon be-

tween two standing figures. 
B, 2: (1) male in long dress standing to right in pro-

file with long spear in left hand set vertically. (2) naked 
warrior in helmet and greaves striding to right in profile, 
chest in frontal view, left leg forward. Straight left arm 
forward and down, covered with round shield in profile 
view; right arm bent, set back and up, long spear in arm 
set diagonal to buttocks of Amazon. (3) Amazon in chiton 
with belt striding to right, in profile, almost in Kneelauf 
run, left leg forward, head turned left. Straight right arm 
set back and down, covered with round shield in profile 
view (crossing shield of warrior (2)), left arm forward and 
up, long spear in arm set diagonally to shoulder of war-
rior (2). (4) Male in long dress standing to left in profile 
with long spear in right hand set vertically. 

A,2: male (1) bearded, spear set diagonally; movement 
of warrior (2) and Amazon (3) is more vivid; Amazon's 
chiton shorter, without belt; left foot of warrior on an-
kle of Amazon; helmet on Amazon's head; Amazon's arm 
with spear set not up but down, with fist at waist level. 

Added red: hair of all standing figures, shields and hel- 
mets (except shield of Amazon on A), chitons of Amazon 
and standing figure (1) on A; red stripe on part of dress 
hanging from right hand of males (4) on both sides; stripe 
on upper and lower part of dress of male (1) on B; two 
dots set in vertical line on dress of male (4) on A and three 
dots on male (4) on B; dot on upper and lower part of chi-
ton of Amazon on B. Incisions: standing figures - contours 
of eyes, eyebrow, mouth; double line for upper and lower 
edges of robes, lower contour of hair, vertical line along 
edge of cloak hanging from arm. Contours of shields of 
warriors and Amazons, contours of helmets and spears of 
warriors; contours of greaves and muscles on legs, genitals, 
short lines for hair emerging beneath helmet, two short 
lines on right buttock, circles for nipples, whole contour of 
right hand and arm to elbow; warrior on B: two short lines 
on his stomach. Amazon on A: contour of eye and brow, 
arc on crest of helmet, double line along lower and upper 
contours of chiton. Amazon on B: zigzag line above head, 
double line along contours of edge and sleeves of chiton,

contours of belt, two double lines and row of dots between 
in lower part of chiton. Under the figures: black band, re- 
served band, lower part of bowl black. Foot black except 
for edge of base; foot inside reserved. 

540-520 BC. 
In some aspects figures on body are close to CUC 

55/58 (CVA New Zealand 1, pl. 29,1-4) and Orvieto 2547 
(T 118) (Museo Claudio Faina di Orvieto, 94-95, cat. 24, 
c. 530 BC). Close type of lip-cup, close composition and 
long figures on body, but less static Rodi 12.822 (CVA 
Rocli 1, pl. 18, 1-2). In some aspects figure in tondo re-
minds us of Rodi 12.984 (CVA Rorli 1, pl. 17, 2). Close 
figures on body, shields, dress on Munich 2242 (Kunst der 
Schale,160, pl. 25, 8a-b, 550-530 BC). Running winged 
female typical for tondos both of Siana cups and lip-cups, 
cf. lip-cup London B.425 (CVA British Museum 2, pl. 13, 
la). Close to running winged female in tondo of Sydney 
56.06 (Siana Cups I, pl. 47c, Malibu Painter, late period). 

Unpublished.

PLATE 9 

1-4. LIP-CUP. Inv. B.2969. 

PLATE 10 

1-6; Fig. 20. BAND-CUP. Inv. B.4469. From the Botkin 
collection, 1928. H. 9.5 cm; d. 14.2 cm. Foot: h. 4.5 cm; 
base d. 6.4 cm; h. edge of foot 0.5 cm. Handles: d. 0.7 
cm. Small cup with medium thickness walls. Cup unbro-
ken except for handle B/A, of which only lower part pre-
served. Small chips and wear over whole surface inside 
and outside. 

Interior: reserved disc with black spot in the centre 
and black circle around it. 

Exterior, A-B: two pairs of walking birds - hen to right 

Fig. 20. B.4469
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